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THE COVID-19 CRISIS
FROM 16.03 TO 30.04 

OVERVIEW

CLASSES & ACADEMIC CONTINUITY

2 DIGITAL OPEN DAYS

INTERNSHIPS

CORPORATE SOCIAL RESPONSABILITY

6,000+ 
hours of  
online courses

Around 85% of students able to 
validate their internship thanks to 
special measures put in place

785 students received 
urgent support from the EHL 
Internships Office

Flexible and Individualized Options for students to 
validate and complete their internship requirements

EHL solidarity actions included: 

- 40 meals per day
distributed to the occupants of
Hotel de l’Union, all beneficiaries of
state welfare 

- 40 “surprise” bags of
vegetables, fruits, eggs and/or 
dairy products sold to Too Good to 
Go at a highly discounted price to 
ensure they would not go to waste

- 8,800 masks donated to
Morges hospital

330 
members of  
EHL Community  
registered an account  
to volunteer and  
support solidarity  
efforts with partner Alaya

As per federal recommendations, EHL Campus Lausanne 
closed on 16 March. Since then, the entire EHL community 
showed great adaptability and commitment. The many 
innovative and effective measures taken to deal with the 

situation attest to the institution’s solidity. EHL is «post-covid» 
ready and continues to develop and implement measures 
serving academic excellence in a new world-context.

10
Alaya solidarity 
missions accomplished

92
faculty members 
giving online classes

1,000+ 
attendees to 22  
virtual conferences  
with industry leaders

3,566 
unique visitors

2,299 
virtual campus visits

475 
questions answered

16,291 
page views

   EHL Virtual Career Fair 

- 25 companies  

- 19 hours of industry contact  

- 2,400 student participations

   Student access to the EFMD Career Fair



40 
students received 
assistance from  
the infirmary

300
requests for 
assistance were 
processed by 
the hotline

71
students stayed  
on campus

INDUSTRY SUPPORT EHL COMMUNITY

STAFF & FACULTY

29 companies from  20 countries  
received free consultancy from  
EHL Advisory Services

New internal EHL@Home hub to stay 
connected where staff and students 
share recipes, tips for remote study/
work, workouts, etc

Internal newsletters doubled and regular 
updates on the situation and resources

FAQ updated almost daily on the 
external website and Myehl intranet with 
support of all Class Representatives and 
Student Council 

1,485 people have taken
the free online course 
‘‘Essentials of Managing
Underperforming Properties’’

20+ insights and tips
related to the Covid-19 crisis
published on the blogs:
- Hospitality Insights
- Lausanne Campus Blog
- Passugg Campus Blog

MANAGEMENT forwent 10 to 20% 
of their salary for a trimester to 
alleviate financial strain

76% 
of collaborators 
able to work 
from home

EHL Lausanne 
ensures all salary 
payments at

100%

2,000
masks donated to 
construction workers

4
additional trailers 
added to facilitate 
social distancing 
between workers

Presence of security 
personnel to 
ensure maximum 
hygiene and social 
distancing measures

EHL Lausanne Campus construction:

Creation of the campaign “EHL Family
Supports You” where alumni can offer their 
services to the community or ask for support

EHL value of Family showcased on 
social media by over 70 students, 
staff and alumni 
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EHL Family Supports you”

EHL Values Week

“

SAFETY & CONTINUITY MEASURES

https://certificates.ehl.edu/performances/essentials-underperforming-properties
https://certificates.ehl.edu/performances/essentials-underperforming-properties
https://hospitalityinsights.ehl.edu/
https://blog.ehl.edu/
https://blog.ssth.ch/

